
Reviews from the Industrial Field Employees

“I work in a warehouse and am often standing for most of my 12hr shift. I've had flexible arches all my
life (35 y.o.) and I thought nothing could help my leg/back fatigue and foot pain. I can proudly say that
within the first week of wearing my new Protalus insoles not only am I making it through my long days
with a major reduction in my discomfort, I am able to spend my evenings and days off doing the things I
love, not just recovering from my work. I highly recommend Protalus!”
-Joanna B.

“I am 6’3” and 300lbs. I suffer from chronic foot pain from working 10 hour shifts on concrete floors. I’ve
tried the other brands and found ZERO relief. Today I wore my shoes ... . with the M-100 inserts for the
first time and I made it home with literally zero foot pain. It’s almost like these things comfortably force
your feet into the right position. I’m very heavy and I tend to lean out on my left foot a lot which puts
enormous pressure on it. I can’t physically do that with these inserts in and my feet feel absolutely
incredible. If these hold up I will buy them for every single pair of shoes I own. 100% recommend these
for anyone who suffers from foot pain."
-Anthony Lien

“I was working 8 hours on my feet and my back feet and hips were killing me at the end of the day. I
wear Red Wing boots and I needed more support because I'm a heavier guy and these insoles didn't
disappoint.”
-Michael W.

“6’3 245lbs and stand all day on concrete. They have helped immensely with my back and knee pain.”
-Mark G.

“After having knee, hip, and lower back pain I looked into new insoles for my work boots. After having
them in for just 5 minutes I knew that they were going to be a life saver. These will be the only brand I
ever buy again. Super happy!!”
-Jodi C.

“I’m on my second pair in my Kennetrek boots that I work in every day. I recommended to a co-worker
that walks like I do in various terrain in construction. He ordered some and said WOW!! They are
awesome!!! We walk about 5 to 8 miles per day”
-Alan W.

“I am a Corrections Officer who has to be on his feet eight hours a day constantly walking and going up
and down stairs. My knees and back feel great after a shift now with Protalus insoles in place. Thank
You Protalus.”
-Tyrone P.


